Hale Cubed
Limitless possibility.
Zero conventionality.

Solid.
Since 1907.

At Hale, every piece of furniture that leaves our
factory is a reflection of who we are and where
we’ve been. We’re a family. We’re master craftsmen.
We have a reputation as solid as our furniture,
which is proudly made, and sourced, in the USA.
Our standards were set more than 100 years ago.
We set them high, and four generations have kept
them there.

Introducing
Hale Cubed.

Today, we build on our rich history by looking ahead
—embracing new markets, new designs and new
techniques. And while we let a few machines lend
a hand with some of the cuts, we still never cut a
single corner.

Mix it. Match it. Move it. Ma ke it yours.

That’s just a part of our story, and we could keep on
telling it. But we’d rather let you see it come to life
in the furniture we build, with pride, just for you.

Hale Cubed is a modular furniture system consisting of cubed storage units, desktops
and stand-alone desk options. It’s durable, flexible and stylish—and with the ability to
reconfigure to almost any setting without tools, it changes everything.

At Hale, we’ve long been recognized for our custom manufacturing capabilities when
it comes to furniture and storage. Now, with Hale Cubed, we’re placing the power of
customization in your hands.

Get all of the technology needed, right there
beside you. Collaboration never felt so organized.

Bring a whole
new dimension to
any environment.
Hale Cubed is designed for flexibility. Regardless of your
environment, it’s never been easier to adapt a storage
solution to your unique needs—or unique style. Plus, as
those needs change, and technologies change, Hale Cubed
changes with them.
Potential applications for Hale Cubed units include
the following:
•
•
•
•

Conference rooms
Waiting rooms
Offices/workstations
Home offices

Beyond looks, part of what makes Hale Cubed the perfect
fit is its versatility in terms of technology. Electricity is
available in all units, and technologies can be integrated,
added and adjusted as needed to meet your needs.

Keep adding cubes as
your business grows
and changes. Easily
adjust the configuration
right in place.

Electrical and
charging capabilities

Put lights where you
want to accent

Connect with dowels so you
can move your cubes around
by hand—no tools needed

The one thing that
will never change?

Quality.
One solution.
So many options.

Modularity doesn’t mean anything unless you can reconfigure
how you want and repurpose as many times as you want. That’s
why we built Hale Cubed to the same high standards of quality
that have set our products apart for over a century.
• A mix of solids and veneers delivers strength and value.
• Lock-joint mitered corners ensure maximum strength and
		 durability over time.

Whether you’re talking about stacking options, storage
capabilities, or colors and finishes, Hale Cubed gives you—
and your space—seemingly limitless possibilities.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Soft-close drawers protect the product—and your
		 fingers—from damage, while eliminating unsightly 		
		“almost-closed” doors.

Two depths
Two heights
Eight finish options
Four base options
Two drawer sizes
Three back options
11 profiles
Six door options
Eight decorative panel options

Plus, a handful of extras allow you to
achieve even more.

Double-height cubes for wardrobes or
larger items

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wardrobe options
Desktop options
Dry-erase boards
Additional drawers
Lighting
Electrical components including outlets and ports

Tight-fitting corner details

Soft-close, European hardware

Built with over 100 years
of experience

Use Cubes alongside Hale’s custom capabilities to create
entire environments. Build to meet today’s specific needs
and then adjust as your needs change.

It’s time to think
inside the box.
The best way to experience the true quality and
versatility of Hale Cubed is to see it for yourself.
Contact us today to see how one simple, stylish cube
can open up endless possibilities.
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